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Exploring Weaving Stories:
A Narrative Way of Theological Reflection in Field Education

Sung Hee Chang1

For me, teaching is about weaving a web of connectedness between myself, my students, the 
subject I’m teaching, and the larger world. 
—Parker J. Palmer1

For a long while, there has been a rumor, if not an indictment, that something is wrong 
with our theological education. Professors lament that many prospective students are 
poorly prepared or even unprepared for graduate theological studies; students 
complain that the theological studies they take are largely disconnected from one 
another; graduates confide that they don’t know how to bring into alignment what they 
have learned from their theological studies and what they are called to do in the church 
and in the world. The heart of the matter is that our theological education, like its 
secular or nontheological counterpart, is so fragmented and disintegrated in its clerical 
or professionalist paradigm that there is a loss of what Edward Farley called theologia. 
Theologia refers to the theological understanding or wisdom that would help students to 
connect the dots between their studies, their ministries, and their callings and find the 
big picture in their quest to understand God, themselves, others, and the world. What is 
most needed in our theological education, argues Farley, is to “find a way to recover 
theologia,” which “can occur when faith opens itself to reflection and inquiry.”2 One way 
for that recovery is to do, as Jesus did, the “integrating work” that links knowing and 
doing, makes theological education and ministerial practice whole, brings the question 
of “What makes this theological?” to the fore of theological education, and encourages 
theological educators (and students) to “theologize in whatever mode.”3 No doubt, in the 
center of this integrating work lies theological reflection. Theology is all about reflecting 
critically and constructively on our faith in action (practices). Therefore, those of us who 
are engaged in theological education should teach our students ways that they can learn 
to be theological and reflect theologically in their daily lives as they struggle to discern their 
identity and vocation and to live faithfully and missionally in the world.4 

For the past several decades, the focus of attention in practical (or pastoral) 
theology has shifted from “applied theology” to a “theology of practice.” While the 
former concerns the task of educating the clergy in a seminary (or school of theology) 
setting, the latter focuses on educating the laity as well as the clergy in the community 
of faith. While the former is product-oriented, the latter process-oriented. While the 
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former aims at the acquisition of professional knowledge and effectiveness, the latter 
aims at the formation of practicing theologians or reflective practitioners whose main 
interest lies in obtaining what the Greek called phronesis (a kind of practical wisdom 
relevant to action), which, according to Elaine Graham and colleagues, “means having 
the wisdom to live well, reflecting on practice and learning from it.” Notably, in this 
transition, theological reflection takes the center stage and becomes the goal of 
theological education, with the assumption that “learning [comes] from the learner” and 
with the intention of “relating the resources of faith to the issues of life.” The 
fundamental aspect of this shift is a movement “from what Edward Farley termed the 
‘clerical paradigm’—a curriculum dominated by the activities of ordained ministry—
towards patterns of learning and teaching that aimed to foster the discipleship of the 
whole people of God, lay and ordained.”5 

Theology or doing theology can be taught and learned best in the community of 
faith that understands theological education to be a life-long process of cultivating 
theological reflection. Our Christian faith is a communal faith, and everything we do as 
the church is a curriculum for faith formation.6 In his overview of the history of 
theological education, Justo González shows us that the proper place of theological 
education is not the seminary but the local congregation, drawing our attention to the 
fact that “seminaries are a relatively recent invention” and that “theological education 
cannot end with a certificate, diploma, or degree.”7 In the ancient church, a life of 
theological study, reflection, and formation was a matter not for professionals but for all 
Christians. And yet we have forgotten this and, consequently, there is now a wide 
divide between the seminary (or academia) and the church, between theological 
education and Christian education. These two should be integrated for our theological 
reflection to flourish. In this regard, González notes “a great advance in theological 
education” and acknowledges that “one of the main contributions of the second half of 
the twentieth century was the development of the entire field of supervised ministry 
(field education)” where “theory and practice, action and reflection, have a constant and 
reciprocal relation.”8 

Having said this, I would like to raise an honest question of self-reflection: “Are 
those of us who are engaged in field education doing a good job of integrating the work 
of theological reflection?” If not, what is a proper and efficient method of theological 
reflection for this integrating work in field education? I suggest that in order to be a 
good teacher each of us should take seriously the integrating work as “weaving a web 
of connectedness” that Parker J. Palmer aptly describes in the words quoted above in 
the epigraph. For Palmer, weaving a web of connectedness means building a 
community and bringing people into communion with one another. For me, weaving a 
web of connectedness means weaving a web of storied identities or, to put it simply, 
weaving stories. Human beings are hardwired for stories, and stories help human 
beings form relational selves within the framework of connectional living. Accordingly, 
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theological teachers and students should learn to weave stories from the Bible, from our 
own experiences, from the congregation or organization that we are involved in, and 
from the world that we are called to serve for the purpose of creating a theological web 
of connectedness.  

WEAVING STORIES: THE MEANING AND METHOD OF NARRATIVE IN 

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
We human beings make sense of our lives (our experiences) by making stories. As 
humans, to make meaning is to make stories. We describe what we have gone through 
and prescribe where we are going by telling the stories we make. We use narratives to 
construe and construct, or interpret and shape, our own reality.9 “We assume that our 
circumstances shape our stories,” but it is rather “the way we narrate our lives [that] 
shapes what they become,” says therapist Lori Gottlieb.10 If we want to change our 
lives, then we should change our stories. And we can also use stories for the 
transformation of the congregation, the wider community, and the world. 

Where does the transforming power of story come from? It comes from our 
brain’s power to subjectivize reality and, consequently, to subvert reality. As John 
Truby, a master storyteller, points out, “Stories don’t show the audience (or the reader) 
the ‘real world’; they show the story world. The story world isn’t a copy of life as it is. 
It’s life as human beings imagine it could be.”11 In a sense, the story world is the only 
real and meaningful world for us, for we are, knowingly or unknowingly, living in the 
story world(s) that we are making. In essence, making and telling stories is the way to be 
human. As narrative theorist Mark Currie puts it, “[I]t does not seem at all exaggerated 
to view [us] humans as narrative animals, as homo fabulans—the tellers and interpreters 
of narrative.”12 The corollary of our being story-makers is that stories are everywhere in 
our lives, even in the tapestries spanning the backs of choir stalls in a church. And yet, 
stories in our lives are out there not so much to be found as to be fashioned; they are 
waiting not so much to be picked up as to be brought into being. For, according to art 
historian Laura Weigert, “[N]arrative is constituted by the viewer [or reader or listener], 
who, by establishing the connections between events, creates a story.”13 Any story is not 
done with the telling by the storyteller. It should be told again or, better, told anew by 
the story-listener. This is also true for telling the stories of the Bible. 

The Bible is not only a story book14 but also “a talking book, engendering 
conversation and creating a polyphonic theological discourse,” as Kwok Pui-lan 
argues.15 What is required of us in our theological conversation with the Bible (biblical 
interpretation in a broader sense) is creativity and imagination as we engage ourselves 
contextually and critically in dialogue with the story worlds of the Bible that should be 
(re)discovered and re-created by us. And our creativity and imagination come from 
where we stand, for we all read the Bible “from this place,” i.e., from our own social 
location(s).16 Every reading of the Bible is a particular and contextual reading; there can 
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be no universal and objective reading. Furthermore, the Bible as a talking book is not 
only “the book that reads me” but also “the book that I read.” The Bible should be not 
only listened to but also talked to; just as the Bible questions the reader, so the reader 
can and should question the Bible. The Bible and the reader are conversation partners 
on an equal footing. We all would read the Bible differently if each of our standpoints 
were honored and respected. And yet, a particular reading, say, a White male colonial 
reading, has long dominated our theological conversation with the Bible. We should 
move beyond the monophonic discourse of colonialism. If we really want to discover 
“the strange new world(s) within the Bible” (à la Karl Barth), we must give our ears to 
those who read the Bible differently from us, particularly to those who have been 
silenced in our theological conversation with the Bible. More importantly, as we engage 
ourselves in reading the Bible from our own places, all of us are involved in the same 
task of weaving together both stories of the Bible and stories of our lives. Without this weaving, 
our talk with the Bible becomes empty. 

At this juncture, I would like to take issue with the fact that, traditionally, the 
loom of narrative theological reflection is set up in such a way that the woof of our 
stories is always woven into the warp of biblical stories. In this text-bound way of 
weaving, the transformative power of the stories of the Bible is recognized and valued.17 
And yet it is not the proper interweaving of both the divine stories and the human 
stories, for the Bible as a metanarrative, as it is viewed by many modern biblical 
interpreters, tends to silence other “insignificant” narratives of our own. The 
interpretative equity that is championed by postmodern biblical interpreters is not 
present in our narrative theological reflection, when certain voices are estranged, 
marginalized, and silenced by those who have the power to define what is “significant.” 
Accordingly, to reset the loom of narrative theological reflection in a way that the woof 
of biblical stories is also woven into the warp of our stories is necessary and desirable. 

While I claim that the pendulum of narrative theological reflection swings from 
the Story to stories in our time, I do not intend to prioritize the reader over the Bible at 
all. For, methodologically speaking, what is required of us is not to make an either/or 
choice between the Story and stories; it is rather to take a both/and approach to the 
Story and stories. What is really at stake, as Herbert Anderson and Edward Foley argue, 
is “the divine-human encounter [which is characterized] as a meeting of stories” or “the 
integration between the divine and human narratives.” The bottom line for our 
theological conversation with the Bible is that “interpretation [through weaving 
together the divine and human narratives] is at the service of integration.”18 Just as 
happened in Jesus Christ the God-Human, the integration as well as the intersection 
between the divine and the human must happen when we weave together the stories of 
the Bible and the stories of our life. The motive or impulse of our weaving together the 
divine and human narratives is our desire to find our place in the divine narrative as 
well as our hope to discover God’s presence and action in the human narrative. It is 
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when we find our place in God’s stories and discover God’s presence and action in our 
stories that the integration of the divine and human narratives is accomplished. What 
then is most needed for this narrative integration?

To find an answer to this question, I would like to turn to a curriculum theorist 
for help. William F. Pinar understands curriculum theory as “the interdisciplinary 
study of educational experience” and curriculum as an “ongoing, if complicated, 
conversation.”19 Understanding the educational process to be dynamic, Pinar devises 
and promotes what he calls a method of “currere” (literally, “the running of the course” 
or “to run the course”). In essence, this method is autobiographical and concerns the 
integration of what we study and how we live for the purpose of knowing who we are 
and how we can change the world in which we live. Pinar says that in the running of the 
currere (curriculum) there are two basic “moments” (or, better put, movements): 
regressive and progressive. In the regressive phase of curriculum, we move toward the 
past in the present and uncover or discover what could and should have happened or 
not happened. And in the progressive phase of curriculum, we move toward the future 
in the present and imagine and fantasize what could and should happen or not happen. 
Out of these movements emerge the analytic (or reflective) and synthetic (or active) 
movements in which, returning to the present both from the past and from the future, 
we come to understand how we have gotten here and mobilize ourselves for the 
engagement with the wider world for its transformation. Notably, at the heart of this 
method lies the weaving together of the personal and the social, the private and the 
public, the subjective and the academic, and the past and the future, emphasizing the 
significance of giving voice to the estranged, marginalized, and silenced so that they can 
tell their own autobiographical stories for the complicated and even contested 
conversation about public education in the United States. I think we could and should 
apply this autobiographical and interdisciplinary currere method to our theological 
education as we cultivate theological reflection by weaving together biblical, personal, 
congregational/organizational, and cultural stories. 

While I am promoting the notion of “lift every voice and sing” (à la James 
Weldon Johnson) in our narrative theological reflection, my main concern is not so 
much with the telling of those whose stories have for long been silenced as with the 
listening to their stories by those who are engaged in weaving stories. When we weave 
stories, we are not weaving any stories, no matter how interesting they would be. 
Weaving stories means sharing the “stories of the heart,” “root stories” or “critical 
incidents” or “soul stories,” both biblical and contemporary. We can tell our “real 
stories” when we are allowed to do so, but this telling experience does not necessarily 
make us feel that we are seen, heard, and felt by others when they are not really 
listening to us. In this case, we decide to not speak. Our silence is no longer forced; it is 
chosen.20 As Mark Yaconelli insightfully puts it, “[T]he power of storytelling [is] not in 
the telling—it [is] in the listening. The transformation occurs in the space between one 
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heart and another.”21 Without “real stories” moving between the listening and the 
telling, from one telling heart to another listening heart, there is no use in weaving 
stories. Giving our listening ears, we should regard any stories of the heart as 
“reflections of concrete reality” and recognize their relating, engaging, and connecting 
power that enables us to “see more concretely and more vividly [others and ourselves 
and God] in a story-filled world.”22

WEAVING STORIES: TWO EXAMPLES23

I do not have a magic formula for how to weave stories. Like storytelling and 
story-writing, story weaving is an art that you can and should learn and master while 
you are doing it over time. In this sense, “Practice makes perfect.” Of course, you 
become perfect, not the activity that you are engaged in. I think some theological 
teachers are doing better at weaving stories than others.24 Here, I would like to give 
brief attention to two Asian women theological teachers, Kwok Pui-lan and Gale A. Yee, 
for I think Kwok’s use of critical incidents and her parallel processing strategy25 and Yee’s 
use of autobiography and her reading into strategy offer us good examples of weaving 
stories from the perspective of narrative integration.  

In her Bible study offered at the 1989 Asian Mission Conference in Indonesia 
organized by the Christian Conference of Asia,26 Kwok Pui-lan chose the 1989 
Tiananmen Square Incident as her critical incident and read it in parallel with the story 
of the passion of Jesus in the Bible. In this dramatized Bible study, she began by laying 
out her reading standpoints in relation to the Bible—as a woman, as a diasporic 
Chinese, and as a contextual Christian theologian. The first action of her story weaving 
is a reading of part of a heartrending poem anonymously published by a Beijing citizen 
on June 5, 1989, the day after the tragic massacre. The title of the poem is not given. It 
might be called “The Tiananmen Beatitude”:

Blessed are the blind,
for they do not have to see.
Blessed are the deaf,
for they do not have to hear.
Blessed are the numb,
for they do not have to feel.
But they cannot stop their hearts
from pulsating with the hearts of children at Tiananmen.
But they cannot stop their hearts
from pulsating with the hearts of children at Tiananmen
except those who are dead.27

Then she poses questions about the significance of the gospel to such a historical crisis, 
the meaning of Jesus for Asian people who suffer and struggle, and Jesus’ own 
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understanding of his Jewishness and patriotism. Using a feminist hermeneutic, she tries 
to find answers to these questions by investigating women’s roles in the ministry of 
Jesus. Starting with the Song of Mary the Mother of Jesus (the Magnificat of Luke 1:46–
55), who “had a tremendous sense of the historical destiny of her people,” Kwok relates 
how Jesus interacted with both named and unnamed women in the Bible, focusing on 
his “iconoclastic understanding of the Temple, the Law, and God’s salvation.”28 What is 
notable in her Bible reading on “Jesus and his Jewish identity” is that Jesus is described 
as “repeatedly challenged by the women he met during his ministry.”29

Having identified women’s influences in Jesus’ identity formation, Kwok moves 
to a retelling (weaving) of the story of Jesus’ Passion in parallel with the story of the 
Beijing students’ passion. Even though Kwok does not explicitly articulate a set of 
questions in the Bible study, her weaving together of the two passion stories suggests 
the unvoiced questions that I raise here in italics. Let us see how Kwok weaves these 
two stories. 

Those women in the Bible story, who were, like all mothers at home in Beijing, 
busy preparing the last supper meal for Jesus, might have asked, Why would Jesus risk 
his life? Kwok finds a probable answer to this question in the “Declaration on Hunger 
Strike” written by the Beijing students on May 13, 1989: “We do not want to die; we 
want to live, because we are in the golden period of our youth. . . . But if the death of 
one person, or a group of persons, can make the lives of people better and the 
motherland more prosperous, we do not have the right to live.” Jesus and the students 
risked their lives for mother and motherland! What, then, would these students have done 
on the night before the People’s Army moved to fire at them, June 4, 1989? To answer this 
question, Kwok’s imagination moves to the scene of Jesus praying alone to God in 
Gethsemane: “My Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass from me; yet not what I want 
but what you want” (Matthew 26:39 NRSV). Three weeks would not have passed for 
the students without some reconsideration of their resolution. Just as the young 
students in Beijing must have been revisiting again and again their own resolution, 
Jesus was facing the upcoming doom in Jerusalem. What, then, would Jesus’ mother, Mary, 
have said to her beloved son as he struggled to “stand up to the test” for “the cause of the 
people”? Here, Kwok refers to what the mothers of the Beijing students said with 
heartrending cries: “Children, we wish to keep you at home. Do not go to Tiananmen 
Square. Yet we understand that you must go.” What then would have been Jesus’ response 
to his mother? Kwok imagines that, to comfort his mother, Jesus might have sung a battle 
song that was popular among the Beijing students on hunger strike. The song, “Blood-
Tainted Countenance,” includes the following phrases: “The flag of the Republic / will 
have our blood-tainted countenance” (verse 1) and “The soil of the Republic / will have 
my sacrificial love” (verse 2). Reminding us that “only the women whom Jesus loved 
gathered together to prepare the tortured body for a proper burial,” Kwok concludes 
her Bible study by asking her audience to “join [her] to observe a moment of silence for 
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the students in China, Korea, and other Asian countries who have given up their lives 
for their country, and for all others who have died for freedom and democracy.”30 
Gale A. Yee is a third-generation Chinese American woman. The oldest daughter of 
twelve children in a patriarchal family, she grew up in the slums of Chicago. The first 
college graduate and person to obtain a doctorate in her family, she did not consider 
herself a feminist owing to her thorough academic training by males in the historical-
critical method. When she got her first teaching job in 1984 as the only woman on an all-
male theology faculty at a traditional Roman Catholic college, she began to explore 
feminist perspectives. She publicly came out “as a feminist” at the 1986 Society of 
Biblical Literature annual meeting. And it was at the meeting of feminists in 1989 that 
she faced squarely the “black/white binary” among feminists with regard to race 
matters and found out that she did not belong to either group. “This experience of being 
a racial outsider,” she recalls later, “left an indelible mark on me and became significant 
for my understanding of Asian American hermeneutics later on.” She finally came out 
“as an Asian American woman” at the Women and Religion Section of the annual 
meeting of the American Academy of Religion (AAR) in 1994 when Kwok Pui-lan asked 
her to present a paper on the politics of identity, which Yee titled “The Impact of 
National Histories on the Politics of Identity.”31 She feels that she is different both from 
other Asians and other Americans. But the reality is that the prevalent Asia–America 
binary does not allow her to form, not to mention express, her own identity as an Asian 
American woman. Yee writes elsewhere, “In a very real way, then, the holy Trinity of 
gender, race, and class—my Chinese ethnicity, my lower-class status, and my female 
gender—impinged upon my Asian American identity to put me outside of the 
mainstream of American society.”32 

As an Asian American woman, she brings the stories of her heart into her 
reading of the story of Ruth the Moabite, “the only biblical text bearing the name of a 
female Gentile.” She begins her article on Ruth with following words: “One of the joys 
of reading a biblical text from my own social location was learning about the history of 
my people here in the States.”33 Then she moves to the analysis of two prevalent 
ideological constructs or stereotypes of Asian Americans in the history of immigration 
in the United States: perpetual foreigner and model minority. Using these two 
ideological constructs as “the prism of the Asian American experience,” Yee reads or, as 
she puts it, “refracts” the story of Ruth and contends that, “in its own way, the ideology 
of the text constructs Ruth the Moabite as a model minority and perpetual foreigner.”34 

Highlighting Ruth’s difference and otherness in the Jewish culture, the text 
constructs Ruth as a perpetual foreigner (nokriyah, Ruth 2:10)—and a foreigner from 
Moab, the enemy nation of Judah, at that. However, Ruth’s rejection of her own country 
and its religion in order to worship the God of the Jews and her love toward Naomi, her 
mother-in-law, as she accompanied her to a foreign country and supported her with the 
hard work of gleaning, make her “not only the model convert but also an exemplar for 
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the Jewish people.” As the model émigré (ger), she is lifted up “for propagandistic 
purposes” and discloses “what a virtuous foreigner can teach the nation.”35 And yet, 
she remains a foreigner in the text, “continually called Ruth the Moabite, rather than 
Israelite, even after her immigration (1:22; 2:2, 6, 21; 4:5, 10).” She disappears after 
giving birth to her son Obed (4:13), and Naomi displaces her as Obed’s mother (4:17). 
As Yee sees it, Naomi’s displacement of Ruth implies that the story of Naomi and the 
genealogy of the Davidic monarchs were passed on to the next generation not only 
because of Ruth’s exemplary character but also because of her marginalization as a 
foreigner. “By her kinship with Boaz and by strategically using Ruth to preserve the 
lineage of her husband,” Yee quips, “Naomi dislocates Ruth as Obed’s mother.”36

No doubt, Yee here reads her own story into Ruth’s story. Her rationale, as I see it, is 
that the story of Ruth echoes and invites her story. Quite contrary to the eisegesis 
criticism that traditional biblical scholars would make concerning her “reading into” 
strategy, Yee is not so much interjecting something extrinsic to the biblical story as 
weaving into the biblical story something intrinsic to it. Reading from her own place, 
she refuses to accept “the notion of a single unitary meaning in the text, the ostensible 
goal of ‘traditional’ scholarship.” She believes that different perspectives help her 
“uncover multiple and even contradictory meanings in the text” and “recognize the 
ideologies of those who produced them and who continue to interpret them.”37

Both Kwok and Yee open the horizon of biblical interpretation as well as of theological 
education by bringing into our Bible reading the stories of their hearts, personal critical 
incidents, and autobiographical stories. They make the Bible talk about not only the 
biblical story world but also our story world. They resist their academic guilds’ 
disciplinary compartmentalization and promote interdisciplinary learning. And they 
show us that our culture-specific stories are also cross-cultural thanks to the power of 
story to relate, connect, and weave. As we probe a narrative way to engage the 
integrating work in field education, let us find our own way of story weaving so that 
we can build a narrative home for our students where their sense of belonging is 
recovered and their capability to tell their stories is regained without their being 
stereotyped and stigmatized. For our students to tell their stories of the heart, we 
should be willing to listen to their stories and improvise the dance of our narrative 
theological reflection by following their lead. 
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